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ABSTRACT
◥

Novel strategies to treat late-stage nasopharyngeal carcinoma
that often develop resistance to chemotherapy remains an unmet
clinical demand. In this study, we identify themulti-kinase inhibitor
pacritinib as capable of resensitizing the response to paclitaxel in an
acquired resistance model. Transcriptome analysis of paclitaxel-
sensitive and -resistant cell lines, as well as chemorefractory clinical
samples, identified S100A9 as the top candidate gene suppressed by
pacritinib and whose overexpression was significantly associated
with paclitaxel resistance and poor clinical outcome. Moreover,
both paclitaxel-resistant nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells and
relapsed/metastatic clinical samples exhibited increased IRAK1
phosphorylation and demonstrated that pacritinib could abolish
the IRAK1 phosphorylation to suppress S100A9 expression. Func-

tional studies in both in vitro and in vivomodels showed that genetic
or pharmacologic blockade of IRAK1 overcame the resistance to
paclitaxel, and combined treatment of pacritinib with paclitaxel
exhibited superior antitumor effect. Together, these findings dem-
onstrate an important role for the IRAK1–S100A9 axis inmediating
resistance to paclitaxel. Furthermore, targeting of IRAK1 by pacri-
tinib may provide a novel therapeutic strategy to overcome che-
moresistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Significance:Deregulation of the IRAK1–S100A9 axis correlates
with poor prognosis, contributes to chemoresistance in nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma, and can be targeted by pacritinib to overcome
chemoresistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Introduction
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma is a unique malignancy of nasal epi-

thelial cells and is associated with Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) infection.
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma has a distinct geographic distribution and
is prevalent in Asia, particularly in Southeast Asia and China (1–3).
Comparing to patients with early-stage nasopharyngeal carcinoma
who mainly receive radiotherapy as the standard care, late-stage
patients require both chemo and radiotherapy (4–6). However, the
5-year survival rate remains lower than 20%. Although advanced

nasopharyngeal carcinoma is initially sensitive to both radiotherapy
and chemotherapy, drug resistance invariably emerges (7, 8). There-
fore, there is an urgent need to unravel chemoresistance mechanisms
and explore new therapeutic strategies to improve the clinical out-
comes of patients with advanced nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Paclitaxel-based chemotherapy is one of the standard treatment
strategies for late-stage nasopharyngeal carcinoma currently. Howev-
er, about 30% of patients develop chemoresistance and distant metas-
tasis (9, 10). Multiple resistance mechanisms, including both genetic
and epigenetic alterations, have been previously studied in nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma. For instance, previous studies have shown that
aberrant genetic alterations, including upregulation of multidrug
resistance protein 5 (ATP Binding Cassette Subfamily C Member 5,
ABCC5), activation of Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway, Hippo sig-
naling pathway, and Notch3 pathway promoted chemoresistance in
nasopharyngeal carcinoma (11–15). In addition, epigenetic altera-
tions, such as histone deacetylation and DNA hypermethylation, are
also involved in chemoresistance in nasopharyngeal carcino-
ma (16, 17). However, these studies have not led to valid therapeutic
approaches to address the resistance problem, which highlights oppor-
tunities for identifying novel resistance mechanisms that provide
potential therapeutic targets to overcome chemoresistance in naso-
pharyngeal carcinoma.

Interleukin 1 receptor associated kinase 1 (IRAK1) is a serine/
threonine-protein kinase that plays a critical role in initiating an innate
immune response against foreign pathogens via Toll-like receptor
(TLR) and IL1 receptor (IL1R) signaling pathways. Deregulation of
IRAK1 is frequently found in various human cancers, including breast
cancer, liver cancer, and hematologic malignancies (18–20). Multiple
IRAK1 inhibitors are currently in clinical development for human
cancer. Overexpression of IRAK1 was found in liver, pancreatic, and
breast cancers, which contributed to the reduced antitumor effects of
chemotherapy (19, 21–23). In addition, activating mutations in
MYD88, which mediate IRAK1 phosphorylation, promote NFkB
activation in many hematologic malignancies, including adult T-cell
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leukemia/lymphoma (A-TLL) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML;
refs. 24, 25). However, inhibition of IRAK1 blocks tumor initiation
and confers sensitivity to chemotherapy through various down-
stream pathways (21–23), suggesting that the mechanisms for IRAK1
contribution to chemoresistance remain to be explored for different
cancer types.

In this study, through a kinase inhibitor library screening, we
identified pacritinib as a potent IRAK1 inhibitor that could overcome
chemoresistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma. We demonstrated for
the first time that the IRAK1–S100A9 axis is constitutively activated
in both chemoresistant nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell lines and
chemorefractory tumor samples, which is correlated with poor prog-
nosis in nasopharyngeal carcinoma. Importantly, we showed that
pharmacologic blockade of IRAK1 suppressed S100A9 expression,
induced massive apoptosis, and significantly sensitized nasopharyn-
geal carcinoma cells to paclitaxel both in vivo and in vitro. Our
finding provides a potential strategy to overcome chemoresistance in
nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Materials and Methods
Clinical samples, cell cultures, and reagents

Human tissue samples were obtained from Sun Yat-sen University
Cancer Center (Guangzhou, China) using protocols approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the committee (GZR2019–152).Written
informed consentwas obtained from each individual who provided the
tissue and all procedures were conducted in accordance with the
medical ethical guidelines. Human nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell
lines CNE2, 6–10B, S18, SUNE1 and CNE1 were grown in RPMI1640
(Invitrogen). Human nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell line S26 and
HEK293T cells were maintained in DMEM (Invitrogen). All media
were supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin–streptomycin
(Gibco BRL). All the cell lines were maintained at 37�C in 5% CO2

incubator. Mycoplasma contamination in cell culture was routinely
tested every month. All the cell lines had been authenticated and were
generously provided by Dr. M. Zeng (Sun Yat-sen University Cancer
Center, Guangzhou,China). Cell lineswere not passaged formore than
three months. To generate paclitaxel-resistant lines, the parental cell
lines were treated with paclitaxel by escalating concentrations for three
months, until a target concentration was achieved. Kinase inhibitor
library used in drug screen was obtained from Selleck Chemicals.
Pacritinib (S8057), tofacitinib (S5001), and paclitaxel (S1150) were
purchased from Selleck Chemicals. 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU; T0984),
cisplatin (T1564), carboplatin (T1058), and gemcitabine (T0251) were
purchased from TargetMol. IRAK1/4 inhibitor was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Recombinant S100A9 protein (Pro-814) was pur-
chased from ProSpec.

Combinatorial drug screening and determination of in vitro
synergy

Resistant S26 R cells were plated in 96-well plates and treated with
178 small molecules in the drug screening, in the absence and presence
of paclitaxel for 96 hours. Cell viability was assessed using the CellTiter
Glo reagent (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Drug candidates with an inhibitory value calculated as I ¼ (The cell
viability of combined treatment relative to the control) / (The cell
viability of single drug treatment relative to the control) ≤ 0.6, were
considered as potential sensitizers to paclitaxel. I value was determined
according to the sensitivity of S26 R cells to paclitaxel during the drug
screening and adjusted to identify more effective drug candidate (less
than I value). The potential candidates were further confirmed with
triplicate biological experiments in both S26 R and another paclitaxel-

resistant cell line CNE2 R. A heatmap was generated on the basis of the
I value of the second screening. Synergistic effects were assessed by
combination index (CI) assay, where CI < 1.0 represents synergy.
Briefly, simultaneous exposure to indicated concentrations of pacri-
tinib and paclitaxel in both S26R andCNE2Rcells for 96 hours. TheCI
values were determined by the inhibition rate of the cells calculated
with CalcuSyn software.

Cell proliferation, colony formation, tumorsphere formation,
and IC50 assay

For proliferation assay, 2� 103 cells per well were seeded in 96-well
plate. Twenty-four hours later, cells were treated with indicated
compounds. The number of viable cells was measured by CellTiter
Glo reagent every day. For colony formation assay, 1 � 104 cells
were plated in 6-well plate and incubated with indicated compounds
for 8 to 10 days until the control group reached 100% confluence.
Colonies were stained with Crystal Violet (Sigma) for colony visual-
ization. For tumorsphere formation assay, single-cell suspension was
plated (1 � 104 cells/well) in 6-well ultralow-attachment plates
(Corning) with MammoCult Medium (STEMCELL Technologies)
supplemented with heparin (1:500) and fresh hydrocortisone
(0.5 mg/mL). Tumorspheres were cultured for 10 to 12 days and
stained with 2-(4-iodo-phenyl)-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl-2H-
tetrazolium chloride (INT) (Sigma-Aldrich) and photographed. Image
and quantification were done using Olympus CellSens Dimension
software and associatedOlympusmicroscope IX71. For IC50 assay, 2�
103 cells per well were seeded in 96-well plate for 24 hours. The cells
were treated with different dosage of paclitaxel (0.01, 0.05, 1, 5, 10, 50,
100, and 500 nmol/L) for 96 hours. Viable cells were measured with
CellTiter Glo reagent.

Flow cytometric analysis
Cell-cycle analysis was done by propidium iodide (PI; Sigma-

Aldrich) staining to quantify the sub-G1 population, which can reflect
the extent of cell death. Briefly, 1� 105 cells were seeded in 6-well plate.
Twenty-four hours later, cells were treated with indicated agents
for 72 hours. Cells were fixed with 70% ethanol and stained with PI
(50 mg/mL). The stained cells were analyzed by SP6800 Spectral Cell
Analyzer (Sony) and quantified by using the FlowJo software.

For apoptotic assay, cells were treated with indicated compounds
and stained with FITC-Annexin V (BD Biosciences) and PI. The
stained cells were immediately analyzed by flow cytometric analysis.

RNA sequencing and analysis
Twenty-two human nasopharyngeal carcinoma tumor tissues were

used to generate RNA-sequencing data, including 8 nasopharyngeal
carcinoma samples with complete response (CR) and 14 samples with
partial response (PR) to paclitaxel-based chemotherapy. For cell lines,
RNAs were collected from S26 P, S26 R, and S26 R cells treated with
pacritinib. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol Reagent (Invitro-
gen), following by RNeasyMini Kit (Qiagen). Transcriptome sequenc-
ing libraries were prepared by using TruSeq Stranded RNA HT kit
(Illumina, 15032620) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Brief-
ly, Ribosomal RNA was removed by beads and RNA was fragmented
into small pieces and reverse transcribed to single-strand cDNA. The
cDNAwas ligated to the adaptors and then amplifiedwith the standard
Illumina library preparation. Samples were sequenced on the lllumina
NovaSeq6000 using manufacturer’s protocol. For data analysis, fastp
software (version 0.12.5) was used to detect the quality of the original
data and the low-quality reads were removed (26). All the clean reads
were aligned to reference human genome (GRCh37, hg19) with STAR.
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RSEM was used to analyzed specific expression of the samples and
edge R (P < 0.05) was used to identify deferentially expressed genes.
All further analyses were performed using R statistical programming.

Quantitative real-time PCR
Total RNA was extracted by using TRIzol and purified with

RNAeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Reverse transcription and quantitative
PCR assays were performed using TransScript All-in-One First-Strand
cDNA Synthesis SuperMix for qPCR kit (Transgene Biotech) and
KAPA SYBR FAST qPCR Master Mix (2X) kit (Sigma-Aldrich). For
the quantification of mRNA levels, 18s rRNA level was used as an
internal control. Reactions were analyzed using a Real-Time PCR
Detection System (Bio-Rad). All experiments were performed in
biological triplicates unless stated otherwise. The real-time primer
sequences are shown in Supplementary Table S1.

IHC staining
IHC was performed as standard protocol. In brief, human

nasopharyngeal carcinoma tissues were fixed in formalin solution
and embedded in paraffin. Paraffin-embedded sections were cut
(5 mmol/L), deparaffinized, rehydrated, and antigens were retrieved
using proteinase K solution. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with
3%H2O2 at room temperature. Antibodies specific to S100A9 (Abcam,
ab63818), IRAK1 (Invitrogen, 38–5600), pIRAK1 (Assay Biotech,
A1074), Ki-67 (Zsbio Commerce Stor, ZA-0502), and cleaved cas-
pase-3 (CST, 9661) were used in this study, followed by 60-minute
incubation with rabbit polymer detection system kit (Zsbio Commerce
Store, PV-6001). To determine the specificity of the immunostaining,
IgG was used as a negative control. DAB reagent kit (Zsbio Commerce
Stor, ZLI-917) was used as the chromogen and hematoxylin was used
as counterstain. The tissue sections were reviewed and scored by two
pathologists. The number of stained S100A9 cells in nasopharyngeal
carcinoma intratumor and stroma were recorded by using a light
microscope with the aid of a square-lattice mounted in the eyepiece,
respectively. The cutoff used in survival analysis was selected by
receiver operator characteristic curve (ROC) analysis (¼ 50) for
intratumor and (¼ 17) for stromal S100A9 staining. The number of
stained S100A9 cells in nasopharyngeal carcinoma intratumor >50
and stroma >17 was used to classify tumors with high expression;
The number of stained S100A9 cells in nasopharyngeal carcinoma
intratumor ≤50 and stroma ≤17 was used to classify tumors with low
expression; and the rest was defined as median expression. IHC scores
were determined as the scores for the proportion of positively-stained
tumor cells (1, <10%; 2, 10%–50%; 3, 50%–80%; 4, >80%) and staining
intensity (0, no staining; 1, weak; 2, moderate; 3, strong) were
multiplied by each investigator, then averaged. Z-score of IHC is
calculated by using the formula z ¼ (x-m) / s, where x is the raw IHC
score, m is the population mean, and s is the population SD.

Immunoblotting
Cell lysates were prepared and separated by SDS-PAGE and trans-

ferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membrane. Membranes were
blocked in 5% non-fat milk or 5% BSA in Tris-buffered saline (TBS,
10 mmol/L Tris, 10 mmol/L NaCl) and followed by primary antibody
incubation for overnight as following: Actin (Cell Signaling Technol-
ogy, 8457), pIRAK1 (Assay Biotech, A1074), IRAK1 (Cell Signaling
Technology, 4359), pJAK2 (Cell Signaling Technology, sc-16566),
JAK2 (Cell Signaling Technology, sc-294), PARP (Cell Signaling
Technology, 9542). For pIRAK1 immunoblotting, membranes were
blocked in 5%BSA inTBST for 3 hours at room temperature. The anti-
pIRAK1 was diluted in 1:100 in 5% BSA and incubated with mem-

branes at 4�C for 16 hours. The secondary antibodies were horseradish
peroxidase–conjugated anti-rabbit and anti-mouse (GE Healthcare
Life Science, NA934 and NA931). Immunoblotting was developed
with ECL Western Blotting Detection Reagents (GE Healthcare Life
Science) and detected with Bio-Rad ChemiDoc MP imaging system.
Shown immunoblots are the representative results from three inde-
pendent experiments.

siRNA, plasmid, and shRNA viral transfection
Negative controls siRNA and siRNAs targeting human IRAK1

and S100A9 were synthesized by Sangon Biotech Company. siRNAs
were transfected with lipofectamine RNAimax reagents (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The sequences of siRNAs are shown in Supplementary Table S2.
Doxycycline-inducible plasmid with IRAK1 shRNA was a kind gift
from Q. Yu [Genome Institute of Singapore, Agency for Science,
Technology andResearch (A�STAR), Biopolis, Singapore] as described
previously (19). Empty vector and IRAK1 expression plasmid DNA
were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 reagents (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) to S26 R and CNE2 R cells to assess the S100A9 expression.

Inducible knockdown cell lines were generated by transfecting 293T
cells with packaging vectors psPAX2 and pMD2.G. Lentiviral particles
were collected 48 hours after transfection of 293T cells and then used
to treat the host cells in culture. After 48-hour infection, cells were
selected by puromycin (1.0 mg/mL). To induce shIRAK1 knockdown,
inducible cells were treated with doxycycline in a final concentration
of 1 mg/mL. The sequence of shRNA targeting IRAK1 is shown in
Supplementary Table S2.

Animal experiments
All animal studies were conducted in compliance with animal

protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center (Guangzhou,
China). The female mice BALB/c nude mice (5–6 weeks old) was
purchased from Beijing Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology
Company. Tumor volume was measured by Vernier calipers and
calculated with the following formula: tumor volume (V)¼width2�
length � 0.537. When tumors reached approximately 100 mm3, the
mice were divided into different groups for treatment. Randomiza-
tion was performed by equally dividing tumor-bearing mice of
similar tumor burden into different groups for drug treatment. For
IRAK1-inducible knockdown xenograft experiment, mice were
implanted subcutaneously in flank with 6.5 � 105 S26 R cells with
inducible shIRAK1. Paclitaxel was dissolved in ethanol:
Cremophor:saline at a ratio of 1:0.5:8.5 via intraperitoneal injection
every other day (5 mg/kg). The doxycycline was dissolved in distill-
ed water and administered by oral gavage at 150 mg/kg daily. The
combination treatment with paclitaxel and doxycycline was given
separately as single treatment. 1� PBS was used as the vehicle
control. Tumor progression was monitored by both body weights
and tumor size measurements every other day until the tumor
volume reached 1,000 mm3, mice were sacrificed by CO2 inhalation,
and tumors were harvested for further analysis. For combination
treatment with pacritinib and paclitaxel, mice were implanted sub-
cutaneously into the left flankwith 5� 105 S26 R cells. The mice were
divided into four groups randomly. The same dose of paclitaxel was
given every other day, and pacritinib was suspended in vehicle
consisting of 0.5% weight/volume methylcellulose (4,000 cP) and
0.1% volume/volume Tween 80 and given by oral gavage twice
daily (150 mg/kg). Tumor volume was monitored 3 times per week,
and body weight was measured daily until tumor volume reached
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1,000 mm3. Mice were sacrificed by CO2 inhalation, and tumors
were harvested for further analysis.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism

version 7.0 and statistical differences were calculated by two-tailed
Student t test. All in vitro experiments were repeated at least three times
and data are reported as mean � SD. In all statistical tests, statistical
significance was considered as P < 0.05 unless stated otherwise.

Data access
RNA-sequencing data were deposited inGene ExpressionOmnibus

with accession number GSE153125.

Results
Small-molecule kinase inhibitor drug screening identifies
sensitizers to paclitaxel in acquired resistance nasopharyngeal
carcinoma models

Although chemotherapy appears to be effective in treating advanced
nasopharyngeal carcinoma, resistance inevitably develops, causing
disease relapse. To uncover new actionable drug targets to overcome
chemoresistance, we established two nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell
line models (S26 R and CNE2 R) that have acquired resistance to
paclitaxel after chronic exposure to paclitaxel, as demonstrated using
growth inhibition assay (IC50; Supplementary Fig. S1A) and colony-
forming capability (Fig. 1A). Even though the IC50 value of paclitaxel
in resistant cells is only 2-fold higher than that in sensitive cells, we
observed a remarkable growth-inhibiting effect in paclitaxel-sensitive
cells compared with resistant cells after long-term drug treatment
using colony formation assay. Previous studies showed that tumor cell
stemness is correlated with the chemoresistance and self-renewal
capability is an important property of tumor stemness, which could
be assessed by tumorsphere formation assay (26). As shown in Fig. 1B,
more tumorspheres were obtained from paclitaxel-resistant cells as
compared with parental cells and the tumorspheres were overall larger
in size. These results indicated that acquired paclitaxel-resistant
nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells had higher self-renewal ability than
parental cells. Few tumorspheres were found in S26 P cells. However,
once S26 P cells became resistant to paclitaxel, they gained the self-
renewal ability and formed more tumorspheres. Thus, the resistant
model, S26 R, was used to screen a compound library of 178 kinase
inhibitors that target pathways involved in growth, metabolism, and
apoptosis (Fig. 1C; Supplementary Table S3). Candidate drugs with
calculated value index in cell viability less than 0.6 were considered as
potential sensitizers to overcome the resistance to paclitaxel (Fig. 1D).
Seventeen kinase inhibitors showed combinatorial effects, which was
further confirmed in a secondary screening using CNE2 R cell line
(Fig. 1E; Supplementary Fig. S1B), resulting in a common set of 11
kinase inhibitors (highlighted in blue, Fig. 1E). Among these 11 kinase
inhibitors, pacritinib, a dual JAK2 and IRAK1 inhibitor that is in late-
stage clinical development (27, 28), showed a consistent combination
effect with paclitaxel, and was thus considered as the top candidate.
Other candidates, including kinase inhibitors of PI3K/AKT andCDKs,
have been previously shown to sensitize chemotherapy in nasopha-
ryngeal carcinomas (29–33), thus validating the efficiency of our
combination drug screening platform.

Pacritinib sensitizes nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells with
acquired and intrinsic resistance to paclitaxel

To further validate the combinatorial effects of pacritinib and
paclitaxel in chemoresistant nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells, we

performed the CI analysis in paclitaxel-resistant cell lines S26 R and
CNE2 R, which demonstrated a synergy between pacritinib and
paclitaxel (Fig. 2A). The combination effect was further demonstrated
in time-course cell proliferation assay (Fig. 2B) and colony formation
assay (Fig. 2C). The combination also completely blocked tumor-
sphere-forming capability, suggesting effective inhibition of nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma cancer stem cell growth (Fig. 2D). Moreover, the
combinatorial treatment remarkably induced apoptosis and cell death
(Fig. 2E and F), as well as increased PARP cleavage (Supplementary
Fig. S2A). Similar results were also seen in several other nasopharyn-
geal carcinoma cell lines (Supplementary Fig. S2B–S2D), indicating
that pacritinib also significantly overcomes the intrinsic resistance to
paclitaxel in nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells. Intriguingly, we found
that pacritinib efficiently inhibited colony formation in combination
with other genotoxic chemo-drugs, including 5-FU, cisplatin, carbo-
platin, and gemcitabine in S26 R cells (Fig. 2G), suggesting that
pacritinib could also enhance the antitumor effects of other che-
motherapies in nasopharyngeal carcinoma. Collectively, these results
indicate that pacritinib overcomes the resistance to paclitaxel by
synergistically inhibiting cell proliferation and inducing apoptosis.

S100A9 is a potential target of pacritinib and upregulated in
chemoresistant nasopharyngeal carcinoma

To investigate genes associated with paclitaxel resistance while
being targets of pacritinib, we performed transcriptome analysis by
RNA sequencing in S26 P, S26 R, and S26 R treated with pacritinib
(S26 R þ pacritinib). The analysis led to identification of 147 genes
differentially expressed (using 2-fold cutoff) across these states, includ-
ing 97 genes upregulated in S26R comparedwith S26P, but suppressed
by pacritinib, and 50 genes downregulated in S26 R and upregulated by
pacritinib (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, to determine whether these differ-
entially expressed genes were correlated with clinical response of
chemotherapy in patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma, we per-
formed RNA sequencing of 22 nasopharyngeal carcinoma samples
(Supplementary Table S4) treated with chemotherapy in the clinic,
including 8 patients showingCR and 14 patients showing PR.A total of
230 genes were differentially expressed in CR versus PR (Fig. 3B). We
mapped these two clusters of genes and found only 8 genes were
common, 6 of themwere upregulated and 2 were downregulated genes
(Fig. 3C). These 8 genes were evaluated by qRT-PCR in 40 nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma patient samples (Supplementary Tables S4 and S5),
and only S100A9 and SPPRR3 were found to be significantly upregu-
lated in PR compared with CR patients (Fig. 3D), suggesting the
correlation of S100A9 and SPPR3 upregulation with clinic response of
chemotherapy in nasopharyngeal carcinoma. The expression changes
of these two genes were further evaluated in the two pairs of sensitive
and resistant nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell lines (S26 P/R and CNE2
P/R). S100A9 was consistently upregulated in resistant cells compared
with sensitive cells and the expression was suppressed by pacritinib
(Fig. 3E). Altogether, these findings suggested that S100A9 is a potent
target of pacritinib, which may mediate the chemoresistance in
nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

S100A9 confers resistance to paclitaxel and is correlated with
poor prognosis in nasopharyngeal carcinoma

To determine whether S100A9 impairs sensitivity to paclitaxel in
nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells, we examined the requirement of
S100A9 in paclitaxel resistance. S100A9 ablation by siRNA knockdown
increased the sensitivity to paclitaxel (Fig. 4A). Importantly, the addi-
tion of human recombinant S100A9 rescued the resistance to paclitaxel
after S100A9 knockdown with siRNA, which further demonstrated
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Figure 1.

In vitro drug screen identifies chemosensitizers of paclitaxel in acquired resistance nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) cell lines. A, Colony formation assay in S26
parental (S26 P), S26 resistant (S26 R), CNE2 P, and CNE2 R cells treated with 2 nmol/L or 2.5 nmol/L paclitaxel (PTX) for 10 days. DMSO–treated cells served as
control for all experiments. B, Tumorsphere formation assay in S26 P, S26 R, CNE2 P, and CNE2 R cells treated with 2 nmol/L or 2.5 nmol/L paclitaxel for 10 days,
respectively. Scale bars, 500 mm.C,Anoutline of drug-screening procedure. Resistant cells S26Rwere seeded in 96-well plates and treatedwith 178 kinase inhibitors
(1.0mmol/L) in the presence or absence of paclitaxel (2 nmol/L) in the primary drug screen. The potential candidateswere validated in both S26RandCNE2R cells for
further study.D, The combinatorial effects of 178 kinase inhibitors in S26 R. Each dot represents a compoundwith the inhibitory value, which is defined as I¼ (The cell
viability of combined treatment relative to the control) / (The cell viability of single drug treatment relative to the control). Theblack line indicates I¼0.60. Drugswith
inhibitory value less than0.6were considered as sensitizers of paclitaxel. The I valuewas determinedaccording to the sensitivity of S26R topaclitaxel during the drug
screen process and adjusted to identify more effective drug candidates (less than I value). Dþ PTX, the cell viability of combined treatment with drug and paclitaxel;
D, the cell viability of single drug. E, I value shown as a heatmap of the selected 17 kinase inhibitors in both S26 R and CNE2 R cells from the second screen (left). The 11
potential sensitizers and their targets are highlighted in blue (right).
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Figure 2.

Pacritinib resensitizes nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) cells to paclitaxel in vitro. A, CI of paclitaxel (PTX) and pacritinib (Pac) in S26 R and CNE2 R cells. CI
values were assessed with CalcuSyn software. CI value < 1.0 was defined as synergy. Cells were treated with indicated concentrations of paclitaxel or
pacritinib, single or in combination, for 96 hours. Cell viability was assessed using CellTiter Glo reagent. B, The growth curve of S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated
with pacritinib (1.0 mmol/L) in the presence or absence of paclitaxel at indicated time points. The paclitaxel concentrations used for treatment were 2.0 nmol/L
for S26 R and 4.0 nmol/L for CNE2 R. The same concentrations of paclitaxel or pacritinib were used in the other experiments (unless otherwise stated). Cell
viability was assessed using CellTiter Glo reagent. Data are shown as means � SD (n ¼ 3). C, Colony formation assay of S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated with
pacritinib in the presence or absence of paclitaxel for 10 days. D, Tumorsphere formation assay of S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated with pacritinib with or
without paclitaxel for 10 days. Scale bar, 400 mm. E, Apoptotic assay using Annexin V-FITC in S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated with single or combined drugs for
72 hours. Left, representative images of FACS analysis; right, apoptotic cells detected by Annexin V in three independent experiments. Error bars, mean � SD
(n ¼ 3). F, Sub-G1 population analysis in S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated with paclitaxel, pacritinib, or both for 72 hours. Data are shown as means � SD (n ¼ 3).
G, Colony formation assay of S26 R cells treated with different chemotherapy drugs in the presence or absence of pacritinib. CBP, carboplatin; CDDP, cisplatin;
GEM, gemcitabine. All data are representative from three independent experiments unless stated otherwise.
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the important role of S100A9 in chemoresistance (Fig. 4B). Further-
more, we assessed the clinical relevance of S100A9 in 207 naso-
pharyngeal carcinoma samples from patients treated by chemotherapy
by IHC analysis. S100A9was detected in both epithelial and stroma cells
as S100A9 is a secretory protein (Fig. 4C). The Kaplan–Meier survival
analysis results showed that overexpression of S100A9 is negatively
correlated with the progression-free survival and metastasis-free sur-
vival of the patients (Fig. 4D; Supplementary Table S6), which is
consistent with previous study that overexpression of S100A9 was
correlated with poor prognosis of patients with nasopharyngeal carci-
noma (34). Taken together, these results suggest that S100A9 upregula-
tion may have a role to confer the chemoresistance and is correlated
with poor prognosis in nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Targeting IRAK1 overcomes resistance to paclitaxel through
blockade of the IRAK1–S100A9 axis

Pacritinib has been reported as a kinase inhibitor targeting both
JAK2 and IRAK1 (35). Assessment of the JAK2 and IRAK1 activity
in parental and resistant cells showed that phosphorylation of IRAK1

but not phosphorylation of JAK2 was upregulated in resistant cells
compared with parental cells (Fig. 5A). pIRAK1 was detected with
multiple bands between 100 kDa and 150 kDa, which is consistent with
previous studies that phosphorylation of IRAK1 at Thr-209 could
undergo ubiquitination (35, 36). Pacritinib treatment of two resistant
cell lines was able to inhibit pIRAK1 consistently, which is similar to
IRAK1/4 inhibitor, whereas a Pan-JAK inhibitor tofacitinib did not
inhibit pIRAK1, though it efficiently inhibited pJAK2 as expected
(Fig. 5B). Similar to pacritinib, IRAK1/4 inhibitor in combination
with paclitaxel effectively suppressed the cell proliferation and colony
formation in resistant cells, while tofacitinib did not show such an
effect (Fig. 5C and D). These data suggest that IRAK1 but not JAK2
is a relevant target of pacritinib in overcoming resistance to
paclitaxel. Consistently, similar to pacritinib, IRAK1/4 inhibitor but
not tofacitinib suppressed the expression of S100A9 in the resistant
cells (Fig. 5E). We further showed that depletion of IRAK1 with
siRNAs downregulated pIRAK1 and S100A9 expression and potently
decreased cell viability when treated with paclitaxel (Fig. 5F and G).
Moreover, IRAK1 inducible knockdown system was established in

Figure 3.

Gene expression profiling analysis identifies S100A9 as a potential target of pacritinib.A,Heatmapof differentially expressed genes between S26 P andS26R treated
with DMSO or pacritinib. B, Heatmap of differentially expressed genes in 22 nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) tumors, including 8 CR (sensitive to chemotherapy)
versus 14 PR (resistant to chemotherapy). C, Venn diagram of the overlapped genes obtained from A and B. D, qRT-PCR analysis of the 8 overlapped genes in 40
tumor tissues from nasopharyngeal carcinoma patients treated with chemotherapy. E, qRT-PCR analysis of S100A9 and SPRR3mRNA expression in indicated cells.
Data are means � SD, n ¼ 3. � , P < 0.05; NS, not significant.
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Figure 4.

S100A9 confers resistance to paclitaxel and is correlated with poor prognosis in nasopharyngeal carcinoma. A, Left, qRT-PCR analysis of S100A9 to assess
the knockdown efficiency of two siRNAs targeting S100A9 in S26 R and CNE2 R cells. Right, the inhibition rate of paclitaxel (PTX) to nasopharyngeal carcinoma
cells after S100A9 knockdown. Cellswere transfectedwith siRNAs targeting S100A9 and treatedwith indicated concentrations of paclitaxel for 96 hours. Cell viability
was measured by CellTiter Glo reagent, and the inhibition rate of paclitaxel to nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells was calculated. Bars, means� SD, n¼ 3. � , P < 0.05;
�� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001. B, Rescue experiment of S100A9 in paclitaxel-resistant nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells. Cells were transfected with siRNA targeting
S100A9 and treated with paclitaxel with or without 10 ng/mL human recombinant S100A9 for 96 hours. Cell viability was measured by CellTiter Glo reagent and the
inhibition rate of paclitaxel to nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells was calculated. Data are mean � SD, n ¼ 3. � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001. C, IHC analysis of
S100A9 protein in 207 nasopharyngeal carcinoma samples frompatients treatedwith chemotherapy. S100A9was detected in both epithelial and stroma cells, as it is
a secretory protein. The cutoff used in survival analysis was selected by receiver operator characteristic curve analysis (¼ 50) for intratumor and (¼ 17) for stromal
S100A9 staining. The number of stained S100A9 cells in nasopharyngeal carcinoma intratumor >50 and stroma >17 was used to classify tumors with high expression
(Intratumorhigh Stromahigh); the number of stained S100A9 cells in nasopharyngeal carcinoma intratumor ≤50 and stroma ≤17 was used to classify tumors with low
expression (Intratumorlow Stromalow); and the rest was defined asmedian expression (Intratumorhigh Stromalow or IntratumorlowStromahigh). Representative images
were acquired with 40� objective. Scale bar, 50 mm.D, The Kaplan–Meier survival analysis for progression-free survival andmetastasis-free survival of 207 patients
with nasopharyngeal carcinoma with different S100A9 expression levels as determined in C.
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paclitaxel-resistant cells and indicated that inducible knockdown
of IRAK1 by doxycycline significantly inhibited tumorsphere for-
mation in the presence of paclitaxel (Fig. 5H; Supplementary
Fig. S3). In addition, depletion of IRAK1 dramatically decreased
the expression of S100A9 (Fig. 5I). These results indicated that
IRAK1 was required for S100A9 expression and upregulation of
the IRAK1–S100A9 axis contributed to chemoresistance in naso-
pharyngeal carcinoma.

To determine whether IRAK1 activation is associated with naso-
pharyngeal carcinoma progression, we examined the level of IRAK1/
pIRAK1 by IHC analysis of a tissue microarray (TMA) consisting a set
of nasopharyngeal carcinoma tissues of primary and relapse/metas-
tasis samples (Supplementary Table S7). Higher levels of IRAK1/
pIRAK1 were detected in relapsed/metastatic nasopharyngeal carci-

noma compared with primary nasopharyngeal carcinoma tissues
(Fig. 5J), supporting the correlation of hyperactivity of IRAK1 with
nasopharyngeal carcinoma recurrence following the treatment. Col-
lectively, these findings demonstrated the role of IRAK1–S100A9
deregulation in chemoresistance and clinical tumor recurrence of
nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Targeting IRAK1 resensitizes nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells to
paclitaxel in vivo

To verify the role of IRAK1 in chemoresistance in vivo, the IRAK1
inducible knockdown S26 R cells were used for the xenograft tumor
growth in nude mice treated with paclitaxel with or without cotreat-
ment with doxycycline. Although the paclitaxel or doxycycline treat-
ment alone only moderately attenuated the tumor growth, their

Figure 5.

Targeting IRAK1 overcomes resistance to paclitaxel
through blockadeof the IRAK1–S100A9 axis.A, Immu-
noblotting analysis of pIRAK1, IRAK1, pJAK2, and
JAK2 in S26 R and CNE2 R cells. Immunoblots shown
are representative immunoblots from n ¼ 3 experi-
ments. B, Immunoblotting analysis of indicated pro-
teins in S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated with different
inhibitors for 72 hours. Immunoblots shown are rep-
resentative immunoblots from n ¼ 3 experiments.
Actin served as a loading control. IRAK1/4i, IRAK1/4
inhibitor; Pac, pacritinib; TFT, tofacitinib. C, Colony
formation assay of S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated
with single inhibitor or combination with paclitaxel
(PTX). D, Cell growth curve of S26 R and CNE2 R cells
treated with single inhibitor or combination for
96 hours. Bars, mean � SD (n ¼ 3). E, qRT-PCR
analysis of S100A9 in S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated
with different inhibitor for 48 hours. Data aremeans�
SD (n ¼ 3). F, Immunoblot analysis of pIRAK1 and
IRAK1 (top) and qRT-PCR analysis of S100A9 (bot-
tom) in S26 R and CNE2 R cells transfectedwith IRAK1
siRNA. Data are presented as the mean � SD (n¼ 3).
G, Cell growth curve of S26 R and CNE2 R cells
transfected with IRAK1 siRNA and treated with pac-
litaxel for 96 hours. Bars, mean � SD (n ¼ 3).
H, Tumorsphere formation assayof shIRAK1-inducible
S26 R and CNE2 R cells treated with doxycycline
(Dox) in the presence or absence of paclitaxel
for 10 days. Representative images (top) and quanti-
fications (bottom). Bars, means � SD (n ¼ 3). Scale
bar, 400 mm. I,qRT-PCR analysis of IRAK1 and S100A9
expression in shIRAK1-inducible S26 R and CNE2 R
cells treated with Dox for 24 hours. Bars, means� SD
(n ¼ 3). J, Left, representative IHC images for pIRAK1
and IRAK1 protein in primary (n¼ 38) and relapse and
metastasis (R/M; n ¼ 20) nasopharyngeal carcinoma
tissues. Scale bar, 40 mm. Right, Z-score of the level
of IRAK1 and pIRAK1 in nasopharyngeal carcinoma
tissues. IHC scores of IRAK1 and pIRAK1 were deter-
mined as the scores for the proportion of positively
stained tumor cells (1, <10%; 2, 10%–50%; 3, 50%–
80%; 4, >80%) and staining intensity (0, no staining;
1, weak; 2, moderate; 3, strong) by each investigator
were multiplied and then averaged. Z-score of IHC
is calculated by using the formula z ¼ (x-m) / s,
where x is the raw IHC score, m is the population
mean, and s is the population SD. P values
were calculated with two-tailed t tests. � , P < 0.05;
���� , P < 0.001.
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Figure 6.

Targeting IRAK1 resensitizes nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells to paclitaxel in vivo.A,Xenograft tumor growth curve of S26R shIRAK1 tet-on cells in nudemice treated
with doxycycline (Dox) at 150mg/kg, paclitaxel (PTX) at 5mg/kg, or both for 14 days, as described inMaterial andMethods. Error bars,mean�SEM (n¼ 7per group).
� , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001 (independent t test). B, The image shows the tumor sizes at the end of the experiment. Scale bar, 1 cm. C, Bar graph shows the
tumorweight at the 14th dayposttreatment. Data are presented as themean�SD. � ,P<0.05, ��,P<0.01.D,Xenograft tumor growth curve of S26R cells in nudemice
treatedwith pacritinib (Pac) at 150mg/kg, paclitaxel at 5mg/kg, or both, as described inMaterial andMethods. Error bars, mean� SEM (n¼ 6 per group). �� , P <0.01
(t test). E, The image shows the tumor sizes at the 14th day after treatment with various formulations. Scale bar, 1 cm. F, Bar graph shows the tumor weight at the
14th day posttreatment. Data are presented as the mean� SD. � , P < 0.05; �� , P < 0.01. G, Left, representative hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and IHC images
of Ki-67, cleaved caspase-3, pIRAK1, and IRAK1 in tumor sections from mice with different treatments. After mice were sacrificed, solid tumors were excised to
process for IHC studies. Magnification, �400. Scale bar, 100 mm. Right, Z-score of the level of Ki-67, cleaved caspase-3, pIRAK1, and IRAK1 in tumor sections
with different treatments. IHC scores were determined as the scores for the proportion of positively stained tumor cells (1, <10%; 2, 10%–50%; 3, 50%–80%; 4, >80%)
and staining intensity (0, no staining; 1, weak; 2, moderate; 3, strong) by each investigator were multiplied and then averaged. Z-score of IHC is calculated
by using the formula z¼ (x-m) / s, where x is the raw IHC score, m is the population mean, and s is the population SD. P values were calculated with two-tailed t test.
�� , P < 0.01; ��� , P < 0.001.
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combination significantly inhibited tumor growth with a minimal
body weight loss (Fig. 6A–C; Supplementary Fig. S4A and S4B). IHC
analysis of the xenograft tumors confirmed the reduced Ki-67 expres-
sion and increased cleaved caspase-3 expressions in tumors of com-
bined treatment (Supplementary Fig. S4C and S4D), validating the role
of IRAK1 in mediating paclitaxel resistance in vivo.

Similarly, S26 R xenograft tumors treated with paclitaxel or pacri-
tinib alone showed a modest response, while the combination treat-
ment resulted in complete suppression of tumor growth (Fig. 6D–F;
Supplementary Fig. S4E). The combinationwaswell-tolerated as only a
minimal body weight loss was observed (Supplementary Fig. S4F).
Again, the proliferation marker Ki-67 was significantly decreased and
apoptotic marker cleaved caspase-3 was increased in xenograft tumors
with combination treatment (Fig. 6G), indicating that the combina-
tion treatment suppressed cell proliferation and led to apoptosis
in vivo. Moreover, IHC analysis of xenograft tumors showed that
pacritinib treatment resulted in inhibition of pIRAK1 (Fig. 6G), which
was further confirmed by immunoblotting analysis of pIRAK1 (Sup-
plementary Fig. S4G). Consistently, pacritinib treatment significantly
reduced S100A9 expression in xenograft model (Supplementary
Fig. S4H). Together, these results demonstrated the efficacy of com-
bining pacritinib and paclitaxel in treating chemoresistant xenograft
tumors in vivo.

Discussion
Paclitaxel-based chemotherapy is one of the first-line treatment

strategies for advanced nasopharyngeal carcinoma (37). However, the
acquisition of chemoresistance following treatment is a crucial factor
contributing to the patient’s poor survival. In this study, we conducted
a combinatorial drug screening of a kinase inhibitor library and
identified molecular vulnerabilities that can be targeted to overcome
the resistance to paclitaxel in nasopharyngeal carcinoma. Our study
identifies the upregulation of IRAK1 activity towards S100A9 expres-
sion as a potential predictive biomarker of paclitaxel resistance in both
cellular models and clinical samples and demonstrated that targeting
IRAK1–S100A9 nodule by pacritinib could overcome this chemore-
sistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Resistance to chemotherapy may result from genetic and epigenetic
alterations, leading to oncogenic signaling activation. Thus, under-
standing these oncogenic signaling pathways, such as the kinase
signaling pathways, is a critical step in developing more effective
therapies to overcome the chemoresistance in nasopharyngeal carci-
noma. Our kinase inhibitor screening has identified 11 kinase inhi-
bitors that sensitize paclitaxel, including those such as PI3K/AKT,
CDK and EGFR signaling that have been shown to be associated
with sensitivity to chemotherapy in previous studies in nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma (29–33). One of the top hits is pacritinib that
delivers consistent combination effects with paclitaxel in resistant
nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell lines. The facts that the combination
of pacritinib and paclitaxel effectively inhibits chemoresistant
nasopharyngeal carcinoma tumor growth and that pacritinib is
now in phase III clinical development warrant the future clinical
trial to test the clinical utility of this combination approach for
chemorefractory nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Pacritinib is a kinase inhibitor targeting both JAK2 and IRAK1
(38, 39). Here, we identified IRAK1 as a relevant target of pacritinib
and increased IRAK1 phosphorylation correlated with paclitaxel
resistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma. JAK2, on the other hand,
did not show increased activation in paclitaxel resistant cells and
targeting JAK2 by JAK-pan inhibitor did not sensitize paclitaxel.

IRAK1 is serine/threonine kinase that mediates IL1/TLR signaling to
NFkB, which mainly involved in inflammation response (40). IRAK1
is activated through phosphorylation at Thr-209. Once IRAK1 is
phosphorylated, it undergoes K63-linked ubiquitination (35, 36). An
emerging role of IRAK1 signaling is involved in tumor initiation and
chemoresistance has been recently shown in a variety of cancers. For
example, overexpression of IRAK1 leading to aberrant IRAK1/AP1/
AKR1B10 signaling promotes tumor initiation and chemoresistance in
hepatocellular carcinoma (41). In addition, overexpression of IRAK1
drives cancer metastasis and resistance to paclitaxel treatment in
triple-negative breast cancers (TNBC), whereas inhibition of IRAK1
expression reverses paclitaxel resistance by triggering apoptosis (19).
Moreover, constitutively active IRAK1 signaling mediated by activat-
ing mutations of MYD88 was found in various hematologic malig-
nancies, including T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) and
myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS; refs. 24, 25, 42), contributing to
disease progression and chemoresistance. These findings suggest that
targeting IRAK1 may be a potential therapeutic strategy to overcome
the chemoresistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

Transcriptome analysis of paclitaxel resistance in both cellular
models and clinical cohorts revealed that S100A9, one of the down-
stream targets of IRAK1, is the key gene contributing to the chemore-
sistance of nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells. S100A9, encoding the
S100 calcium-binding protein A9, has been shown to regulate cell
proliferation, survival and metastasis through interacting with its
partners, including receptors and transcription factors (43–45).
Although a previous study has demonstrated that high S100A9
expression was correlated with poor prognosis in 92 patients with
nasopharyngeal carcinoma (34), our study identified that overexpres-
sion of S100A9was associatedwith both poor prognosis andmetastasis
in a larger cohort of 207 patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma.
More importantly, through functional studies, we further revealed that
S100A9 overexpression conferred chemoresistance to nasopharyngeal
carcinoma. Overexpression of S100A9 has been implicated in che-
moresistance in cancers through activating oncogenic signaling, such
as AKT, NFkB, IRAK1 pathways previously (46–48). We found that
IRAK1 phosphorylation is upregulated in paclitaxel-resistant naso-
pharyngeal carcinoma cell lines. Targeting IRAK1 abolished S100A9
expression and restored the chemosensitivity of nasopharyngeal car-
cinoma cells to paclitaxel, which demonstrated IRAK1 as a robust
regulator of S100A9 expression. A recent study reported that another
S100 calcium-binding protein, S100A14, forms a negative feedback
loop with IRAK1 to suppress nasopharyngeal carcinoma metastasis,
indicating the important role of IRAK1 in metastasis of nasopharyn-
geal carcinoma (49). Unlike this finding, our study demonstrated
that aberrant activation of the IRAK1–S100A9 axis was associated
with the chemoresistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma. We have
also shown that phosphorylation of IRAK1 was significantly in-
creased in relapsed/metastatic nasopharyngeal carcinoma, provid-
ing new insights that the IRAK1–S100A9 axis was also associated
with metastasis of nasopharyngeal carcinoma. In addition, we are
the first to identify that pacritinib, a JAK2/IRAK1 inhibitor in phase
III clinical trial, could overcome paclitaxel resistance of nasopha-
ryngeal carcinoma by blocking this axis. More importantly, our
findings demonstrated that constitutive activation of the IRAK1–
S100A9 axis is a key driver event of paclitaxel resistance, and
targeting IRAK1 may be an effective novel therapeutic approach
to overcome chemoresistance in nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that aberrant activation of the
IRAK1–S100A9 axis contributes to the resistance of nasopharyngeal
carcinoma to paclitaxel, poor prognosis in nasopharyngeal carcinoma,
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and may predict the potential efficacy of chemotherapy. Importantly,
we identified a clinical drug pacritinib, which inhibits IRAK1–S100A9
signaling, successfully reverses the resistance to paclitaxel in vitro and
in vivo, whichmay provide potential clinical advantage in using IRAK1
inhibitor in combination with chemotherapy regimen in treatment of
patients with advanced nasopharyngeal carcinoma.
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